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Discussion Topics

Labeling negotiations

Patent term extension (PTE) & patent term adjustment (PTA)

Orange Book listing

Timing for exclusivities & when should you expect to be sued?

Line extensions + patent & exclusivity considerations 

Asserting exclusivity & conflicts over scope
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Labeling Negotiations

There are many considerations for labeling negotiations
– Especially true re first draft of PI submitted with the NDA or BLA 
– Considerations include:  

o IP strategy; framing and featuring risk information; discussion of MOA; what clinical data to propose for inclusion (esp. 
data on secondary endpoints)

Actual labeling negotiations happen quickly = Be prepared!
– Label drafting should happen with great care not “fast”
– What comes back from FDA often requires fast reaction 

Package insert contents dictate the bounds of marketing and promotional claims

Patents must cover the contents of the final package insert
– IP counsel needs to be kept in the loop
– If patents do not cover what is expected in the final package insert, file patents ASAP
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Labeling Negotiations (cont.)

Figure below showing timing for:
– Standard review (10 months + filing)
– Priority review (6 months +filing)
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Beyond 20 Years
PTA = patent term adjustment

‒ Delays by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

‒ Calculation completed when patent issues

‒ Don’t have to request PTA

PTE = patent term extension
‒ For regulatory (FDA) delay

‒ Need to request

One year deadline
1/2021

Patent expires
1/2041

Provisional filed
1/2020

Patent issued
7/2025

Composition of matter patent PTA PTE 
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Pick Your Patents

(a) A patent is eligible for extension of the patent term if the patent claims a product as defined in 
paragraph (b) of this section, either alone or in combination with other ingredients that read on a 
composition that received permission for commercial marketing or use, or a method of using such a 
product, or a method of manufacturing such a product, and meets all other conditions and requirements of 
this subpart. 
(b) The term product referred to in paragraph (a) of this section means —
(1) The active ingredient of a new human drug, antibiotic drug, or human biological product (as those terms are 
used in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act) including any salt or ester of 
the active ingredient, as a single entity or in combination with another active ingredient; or 

(2) The active ingredient of a new animal drug or veterinary biological product (as those terms are used in the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Virus-Serum-Toxin Act) that is not primarily manufactured using 
recombinant DNA, recombinant RNA, hybridoma technology, or other processes including site specific genetic 
manipulation techniques, including any salt or ester of the active ingredient, as a single entity or in combination 
with another active ingredient; or 

(3) Any medical device, food additive, or color additive subject to regulation under the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act.
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PTE Calculation for Each Patent: Delays at FDA

Phase 
1

Phase 
2

Phase 
3

Pre-
Clinical Approval

IND Filed/Effective NDA Filed NDA Approved

PTE = (1⁄2 x Testing Phase) + Approval Phase

Testing Phase Approval Phase

Patent Issues
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PTE: It Can Only Be One

Only one PTE granted per product per patent 

– Patent must not have been previously granted PTE under § 156 

If patent covers two distinct products, and both are subject to regulatory review, only one extension 
of the patent is possible 

If approved product covered by multiple patents, only one can be extended 

– Patentee can submit more than one application based on same regulatory period 

– PTO will ask applicant to choose which patent to extended 

– If applicant does not respond, first patent to expire is extended 
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Hard Deadline: 60 Days Post Approval

Short window to file the application:  

– PTE applications MUST be filed within 60 days of FDA approval (non-extendable)

– Time calculations are important

Subtract from regulatory review period: 

– Time before patent issued

– Time applicant did not act with due diligence 

Include a table of activities (laborious)
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Calculation Simple, but…

Supporting information for application

Letters from licensor(s)

Table of activities

– Condense information 

– Gather all the information from regulatory parties (e.g., licensor(s))
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Check the PTE Caps
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2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 20482040 2042 20442020

Composition of matter patent PTA PTE (5 yrs)

1 2 3

FDA approval

14 year cap (2043)

Maximum: 5 years 
Maximum: cannot exceed 14 years from NDA approval



Orange Book patents: Upon and after NDA approval

Upon NDA approval (30 days)

– What patents in your estate qualify?

– IP counsel works with regulatory submission team for completion of the forms

o Form 3542, Form 3542a

After NDA approval (30 days)

– Any qualifying patent needs to be submitted upon issuance

– Avoid late listing patents, incl. because late-listed patents are not eligible for 30-month stay
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Patents for the Orange Book

“Orange book listable”

– Claiming the drug substance

– Claiming the drug product (formulation)

– Claiming methods of approved uses

Method of manufacturing patents are not Orange Book-listable

Practice tip: Think carefully about patent listing (active area of focus)

– E.g., FDA soliciting comments regarding REMS patent listing
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How are exclusivities communicated?

The FDA does not typically communicate 
exclusivities directly 

Exclusivities are listed in the Orange Book

No set timing: NCE and 3-year are usually 
quicker than Orphan

– NCE determines when ANDA and 505(b)(2) 
applications can be received by FDA, so the 
agency cannot delay
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When will we learn if there is an issue and what can we do about it?

If the FDA intends to deny NCE that will generally be communicated.

– Award of three-year exclusivity rather than NCE:  Ferring Pharm v. Burwell, 169 F. Supp. 3d 199 
(D.D.C. 2016)

– Notice to the applicant:  Amarin Pharm v. FDA, 106 F. Supp. 3d 196 (D.D.C. 2016) (FDA issues 
“general advice letter” to company post-approval, then denies NCE 18 months after approval)

To challenge an adverse determination, may be necessary to file a citizen petition or other 
formal objection with the agency

– Adverse agency decision can be challenged in court under the APA

The FDA does not always provide advance notice of other adverse exclusivity decisions. 

– Act proactively to protect rights by actively engaging with the agency and preparing for litigation if 
necessary.
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Line Extensions + Patent & Exclusivity Considerations 

Line extensions are opportunities to address new populations & additional unmet need

– Can come in many forms, for example:

o New populations

o New indications

o Developing modified release versions

o Addressing improvements such as abuse-deterrence or dose-dumping

o New dosage forms or route of administration

o Combination product
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Line Extensions + Patent & Exclusivity Considerations (cont.) 

Patents and exclusivity are a key incentive

Regulatory exclusivities generally include:

– Remaining exclusivities, such as, 5-year NCE exclusivity (drugs), 12-year biologic exclusivity (biologics), 7-
year orphan drug exclusivity (if the same population + no demonstration of clinical superiority)

– 3-year new clinical investigation exclusivity (drugs)

– 7-year orphan drug exclusivity (if new indication; or if able to demonstrate clinical superiority)

– 6-month pediatric exclusivity

Patents considerations generally include: 

– Remaining patent life

– Availability of new patents

– Availability of patent term extension
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When can we expect to be sued by generic competitors?
For a product with NCE, expect ANDA filers on the NCE-1 date.

– Roughly two-thirds of products see ANDA filers on the NCE-1 date.1

– If a potential competitor wants to challenge NCE, it may file an ANDA early 
and then pursue a regulatory challenge to the NCE award.

For non-NCE products, there is no set timeframe, and it will likely vary 
depending on the complexity of the product. 

Study found that between 1995 and 2019, the average market exclusivity 
period for all new drugs is 12.2-14.6 years before first generic entry. 2

– 10.1-13.7 years for NCEs with higher value (at least $250m in annual 
revenue)

81% of drugs faced PIV challenges, and 93% for higher value drugs.

– As of 2019, the average time from launch for the first PIV challenge was 6.3 
years (6.0 years for higher value drugs)
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2. Henry Grabowski et al., Continuing trends in U.S. brand-name and generic drug competition, Journal of 
Medical Economics (July 12, 2021) https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13696998.2021.1952795

20%

67%

13%

NCE-1 ANDA Filers

No ANDAs 1 ANDA 2 or more ANDAs

1. Analysis of FDA List of Paragraph IV Patent Certifications, Oct 3, 2022 
https://www.fda.gov/media/133240/download (accessed 11/11/2022)

https://www.fda.gov/media/133240/download


Asserting Exclusivity and Conflicts Over Scope

FDA typically does not resolve disputes about the scope of exclusivity until faced with an 
ANDA/505(b)(2) otherwise ready for approval.

– Example:  3-year exclusivity for “conditions of approval determined based on the “innovation for which 
new clinical investigations were essential to approval.”  What is the scope of the relevant innovation? 

– More generally, if a citizen petition affects the review status of a pending generic application, the 
agency generally issues the decision on the citizen petition and the corresponding ANDA together.

This makes active monitoring of potential competing application and engagement with the FDA 
essential.

– Consider possible target dates for approval (e.g., end of 30-month stay) and ensure issue is presented 
to the FDA.

– Be prepared for litigation and consider preemptive litigation against the FDA if there are no patent 
barriers to an immediate launch.
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Thank You
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